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“Packaging concepts which disrupt the norm and offer an
alternative to the homogeneity of the mass-market food
market resonate with many young consumers. Here, both
unique packaging designs and customisation can win
favour, lending even large brands a personal feel.”
– Emma Clifford, Senior Food and Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Unique designs, designs influenced by the public and customisation present big
opportunities for brands
More incentive is required to build digital interaction with brands
The ageing population will fuel demand for “mindful” packaging design

Packaging innovation is playing an increasingly important role in the food NPD (New Product
Development) landscape, reflecting the plethora of different functions of this type of innovation. This
can be in terms of design revamps, limited edition packaging, new pack sizes and new packaging
features/functionality for example.
The rise in consumer spending is set to see growing opportunities for added-value packaging. The most
useful features here are being resealable, easy to open, reusable, taking up minimal space and
preventing food from going off.
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Catering to the needs and preferences of the older generation in terms of packaging is set to become
increasingly important for food manufacturers.
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The younger generation are leading digital interaction
Figure 14: Selected behaviours relating to food packaging, by age, October 2015

Attitudes towards Food Packaging and the Environment
Eagerness for more help with recycling from retailers
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Figure 15: Attitudes towards food packaging and the environment, October 2015
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Figure 17: Attitudes towards the visual aspects of food packaging, October 2015
Individuality holds strong appeal…
…as does personalisation
Members of the public can have an input
Barriers to processing on-pack information
Consumers are also rushed in-store

Interest in Content Accessed Through QR Codes
Ongoing debate about the future of QR codes
Discounts are the number one draw
Figure 18: Interest in things that QR codes on food packaging could be used for, October 2015
Access to recipes is also an attractive prospect
Over-55s most interested in finding out more about product origin
Games and entertainment appeal to 16-24s

Appendix – Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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